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Abstract 
The composition of two graphs G and H, written G[H], is the graph with vertex set 
V(G) x V(H) and with (u,, uI) adjacent to (ul, ul) if either u1 is adjacent to IQ in G or u1 = u2 
and ul is adjacent to v2 in H. In this paper, we investigate the bandwidth problem for the 
composition of two graphs and obtain the bandwidth for several classes of graphs of the forms 
K,[G] and K,,JG]. We also provide optimal numberings which solve the graph edgesum 
problem for K, [P,,,] and K, CC,,,]. 
1. Introduction 
Definition 1. Given two graphs G and H, the product (or cartesian product) of G and 
H, written G x H, is the graph with vertex set V(G) x V(H) and (ul, vi) is adjacent to 
(uz, u2) if u1 is adjacent to u2 in G and ul = u2 or u1 = u2 and u1 is adjacent to u2 in H. 
For n > 3 the product of graphs GI, G2, . . . , G, is defined inductively to be 
GIxG2x... xG,=(G~xG~x...xG,_~)xG,. 
Definition 2. Let G = (F’, E) be a graph on n vertices. A l-l mapping 
f: V+ {1,2,..., n} is called a proper numbering of G. The bandwidth of a proper 
numbering f of G, denoted B/(G), is the number 
max(If(u) -f(u)l: uu EE(G)}. 
Definition 3. The bandwidth of a graph G, denoted B(G), is the number 
min{B,(G): f is a proper numbering of G}. 
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Definition 4. The edgesum of a graph G, denoted s(G), is the number 
min UUgcGj If(u) -f(v)l: fis a proper numbering of G}. 
Several other terms have been used to denote what is here called edgesum. These 
include bandwidth sum [I], minimum sum [4], and optimal linear arrangement [8]. The 
term edgesum was used in [12]. 
Bandwidth on graphs, and the analogous problem of bandwidth on matrices, has 
been studied since the early 1950s (see Cl]). The decision problem corresponding to 
finding the bandwidth of an arbitrary graph was shown to be NP-complete by 
Papadimitriou [18]. Garey et al. [7] showed that the problem is NP-complete even 
for trees of maximum degree 3. Harper [ 1 l] established the bandwidth for hypercubes 
(or n-cubes). The bandwidths for P, x P, and P, x C, were found by Chvatalova [S], 
[6]. Liu et al. ([15,16]) solved a number of bandwidth problems relating to graph 
sums. 
The edgesum problem was first investigated by Harper [lo], who found the 
edgesum for the n-cube, Qn. Lindsey [13] generalized Harper’s result to the product of 
m complete graphs Knl x & x ... x K,,. Chung [3] established the most efficient 
known algorithm to achieve edgesum for complete binary trees. Recent results include 
establishing edgesum for n x n arrays [17], for a number of graph sums including K,,, 
[19], and for P,[P,,,] [14]. The general problem of determining the edgesum for an 
arbitrary graph was shown to be NP-complete by Garey et al. [9]. 
In this paper, we investigate bandwidth and edgesum for the composition of two 
graphs. We first list some useful results: 
Proposition 1 (Chinn et al. [ 1)). For any n graphs G1, G2, . . . , G,, 
B(Gi x G2 x a.0 x G,) < min{B(Gi). n 1 V(Gj)l:i = 1,2, . . . ,n}. 
i#j 
Proposition 2 (Chinn et al. Cl]). Zfni b n2 2 ... 2 nk and p = n, + n2 + 1.. + nk, then 
W nl,n2 ,..., .,I = P - rh + u/2 1. 
Proposition 3 (Chinn et al. Cl]). Zf T is a tree, then B(T) 6 I V(T)l/2 with equality if 
and only if T is a star of even order. 
Proposition 4 (Harper [lo]). For any proper numbering-f of a graph of order n, 
where Sl = {v E V(G)If(v) < l} and e(S,) is th e number of edges with one endvertex in Sl 
and the other in V(G) 1 Sl. 
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2. Bandwidth on the composition of two graphs 
Theorem 1. Let G be a graph of order m and n > 2. If B(G) d [m/21 - 1, then 
B(K,[G]) = mn - r(m + 1)/2-j. 
Proof. Let V(G) = {ul,uz, . . . . o,> and I’(&) = {ul,uz, . . . ,u,}. Let g: V(G)-+ 
(132, ..-, m} be a proper numbering of G such that B,(G) = B(G). For set of integers 
{Y1,Y2?..., y,}, assume that 
yi= 1 
i 
if 1 < i < [m/21, 
mn-m+i for rm/21+1<i6m. 
Then BI(K,[G]) < mn - [(m + 1)/21 for any proper numbering fof K,[G] such 
that f(ul,vj) = Yi if and only if g(uj) = i, since (ui,oj) is not adjacent to (ul,uk) if 
Ig(uj) - g(uk)l > [m/21. Therefore B(K,[G]) < mn - [(m + 1)/2]. On the other 
hand, since K,[G] 2 I&,,, the complete n partite graph with each partite set having 
m vertices, it follows from Proposition 2 that B(K,[G]) > B(K,,,,) = mn 
- [(m + 1)/2]. Thus B(K,[G]) = mn - [(m + 1)/Z]. 0 
Theorem 2. Let G be a graph of euen order m and n > 2. Zf B(G) = m/2, then 
B(K,[G]) = mn - [(m + 1)/21+ 1. 
Proof. Let V(G) = {ul,uz ,..., u,} and V(K,) = {uI,uz ,..., u,}. As in the first half of 
the proof of Theorem 2 we have B(K,[G]) < mn - [(m + 1)/21+ 1. Suppose, to the 
contrary, that B(K,[G]) # mn - [(m + 1)/21+ 1. Then B(K,[G]) < mn - 
[(m + 1)/21. NOW, let f be a proper numbering of K,[G] such that 
B,-(K,[G]) = B(K,[G]). Let w E V(K,[G]) such thatf (w) = 1. Without loss ofgener- 
ality, we assume that w E R1 = {(Ui,Oj): 1 <j < m}. Since B(K,[G]) < mn - 
r(m + 1)/2-l, th e vertices in RI are assigned the numbers 1,2,...,m/2,mn - m/2 + 1, 
mn - m/2 •l- 2,..., mn. Since RI induces the subgraph isomorphic to G, BJ(K,[G]) 2 
mn - m/2 if B,(G) 3 mn - m/2 for any l-l mapping g: V(G)+ {1,2,..., 
m/2, mn - m/2 + 1,. . . , mn}. In fact, if B,(G) < mn - m/2 for a l-l mapping 
g: V(G)+ {1,2 ,..., m/2,mn - m/2 + l,..., mn}, then g induces a proper numbering 
gl: I’(G)-+ {1,2,..., m} as follows: for any Vi E V(G), gi(Oi) = g(Ui) if and only if 
g(Vi) < m/2 and gr(ui) = g(ui) - (n - 1)m if and only if g(Ui) > m/2. Then it is easy to 
see that Bgl (G) < m/2, contradicting the hypothesis that B(G) = m/2. Thus BJ(K,[G]) 3 
mn - m/2, violating the assumption that B(K,[G]) < mn - [(m + 1)/21. Therefore 
B(K,[G]) = mn - r(m + 1)/2] + 1. 0 
The following corollaries follow directly from Theorems 1 and 2. 
Corollary 1. 
B(K,[P,]) = mn - ’ 
if m < 2, 
mn - r(m + 1)/2 1 otherwise. 
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Corollary 2. If T is a tree of order m, then 
B(K’CT’)= 
mn - [(m + 1)/21 + 1 if T is a star of even order, 
mn - [(m + 1)/21 otherwise. 
Corollary 3. 
1 
mn - 1 if m = 3, 
B(K,[C,]) = mn - 2 ifm=4, 
mn - r(m + 1)/21 if m 2 5. 
Corollary 4. ZJmax{ni, n,, . . . . nk} >/ 5 and n > 2, then 
HK”CC”, x C”, x . ..xC..])=n.fi 
i=l 
ni-[(l;,ni+l)P]. 
Theorem 3. Ifmin{n,k9n1,nz ,..., nk} > 2, then 
W”CP”, x p,, x -** x P",]) 
= 
I 
n.nr=,%-r(nr=lni+l)/21+1 ifeach ni=2 and kG3, 
n*IX=,ni - r(flfcl ni + 1)/21 otherwise. 
Proof. If max{ni: 1 < i < k} > 2, then it follows from Proposition 1 that B(P,, x 
P”, x *** x P,,) < r nf=, nJ21. By Theorem 1, 
B(K, CP., x P,, x ...XP~~~~=n.~ni-i(~ni+ 1)/z]. 
Assume that nl=n2=...=nk=2, then P,,xP,,tx~~~xP,~=P2xP2x~~~xP2 is 
isomorphic to the k-cube Qk. Since 
k-l . 
B(Qk) = & Lii2J 
( > 
(see [ll]), B(Qk) = 1 V(Q,)[/L? for 2 6 k < 3 and B(Qk) -C 1 V(Qk)l/2 for k 2 4. Our 
result then follows immediately from Theorems 1 and 2. 0 
Theorem 4. For any graph G of order m, 
WdGl) = LCCn + 2)m - 1)P-l. 
Proof. Let V(K1,,) = {u~,u~,...,u,+~} with u.+~ being the center and V(G)= 
{ 2, . . . , v,}. Let Si = { (ui, vi): 1 < j < m}. Then it follows from the definition for the 
c?mLosition of two graphs that each Si induces a graph isomorphic to G and K1,, [G] 
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contains a subgraph H isomorphic to I&,,, with two partite sets S,, 1 and uy= 1 Si. By 
Proposition 2, 
B(Kr,,[G]) > B(H) = (m + mn) - [(mn + 1)/2] = L((n + 2)m - 1)/2J. 
To see that B(K,,,[G]) < L((n + 2)m - 1)/2 J consider the proper numbering f for 
K,,,[G] defined as follows: 
Case 1. n is even: 
f(ai,Vj)=(i-l)m+j forl<i<n/2andlfj<m; 
f(U.+1,Uj) = m?l/2 +j for 1 <j< m; 
f(ui,uj)=im+j forn/2+1<i<nandl<j<m. 
Case 2. n is odd: 
f(Ui,uj) = (i - 1)m + j for 1 < i < (n - 1)/2 and 1 < j < m; 
f(%+ 1)jz,vj) = (n - l)m/2 + j for 1 <j < [m/2]; 
U,+I,Uj) = (n - l)m/2 + [m/2] + j 
/fb@+ l)/23"jl = (n 
for 1 < j < m; 
-l)m/2+j forrm/2]+1<j<m; 
f(Ui,Uj) = im + j for (n + 3)/2 < i < n and 1 f j < m. 
Then Bf(K,,,[G]) = L((n + 2)m - 1)/2 J. Therefore 
WI,,CGI) G L<Cn + 2)m - 1)/2 J. 
Combining the two inequalities, we have 
WdGl) = LCCn + 2)m - 1)PJ. 0 
3. Edgesum for the composition of two graphs 
Given a graph G and an arbitrary set S E V(G), let e(S) be the number of edges of 
G with one endvertex in S and the other in V(G) - S. For a proper numberingfof G, 
we denote S,(j) = {u E V(G):f(G) < r} for 1 < I < 1 V(G)j. Let G and H be two graphs 
of order n and m, respectively. We may assume V(G[H]) = {(id): 1 < i 6 n and 
1 <j < m}. The ith row of G[H] is defined to be Ri = {(i,j): 1 <j < m} for 1 < i < n 
and the jth column is Cj = {(i,j): 1 < i < n} for 1 <j < m. For any subset 
SG V(G[H]),letai=JSnRiIandbj=ISnCjlforl~i~nandl~j~m.Follow- 
ing the notation of [S], we define the west shift of S to be {(i,j) E V(G[H]): j < ai}and 
the north shif of S is {(i, j) E V(G [HI): i < bj}. A subset of G [H] is shif - invariant if it 
is identical to both its west shift and north shift. 
Remark 1 (Chvatalova [S]): Zf S . 1s a shift-invariant subset of V(G[H]), then 
a, > a2 > . . . 2 a, and bl >, b2 3 ... > b,. 
Let P, = 1,2, . . . , m be a path of length m - 1 and V(K,) = { 1,2 ,..., n}. We now 
develop an optima1 numbering for the edgesum of K,[P,,,]. 
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Lemma 1. For any subset S c V(K,[P,]), there is a shift-invariant subset s’ such that 
IS’1 = ISI and e(S) < e(S). 
Proof. Let S c V(K,[P,,,]), ai = IS nRil and bj = ISn Cjl for 1 d i < n and 
1 <j < m. First, we show that if S* is the west shift of S, then e(S*) d e(S). Let 
ej(A) = the number of edges between A n Rj and V(G) - A for 1 < i < n, then 
e(A) = CJ= 1 ej(A). Then 
ej(S*) = 
Ci + j Uj(n - Ui) + 1 for 0 < Uj < ??l, 
xi z j aj(n _ ai) for Uj = 0 or Uj = m, 
which is less than or equal to ej(S) for eachj between 1 and n, e(S*) < e(S). Next, we 
claim that if S’ is the north shift of S*, then e(S’) = e(S*). In fact, let Xi = IS’ n Ril for 
1 < i < n, then x1 3 x1 > ... 3 x,. Furthermore, there exists a permutation 7c of 
(1,2, . . . , n) such that xi = a,(i) for 1 < i < n. It follows that 
e(S) = i ej(S) = f: 1 Xj(n - Xi) + t 
j=l j=l i#j 
= j$l i;j aj(n - ai) + t = j$l ej(S*) = e(S*), 
where t = ( {ai: 0 < ai < m} 1. Notice that S’ is shift-invariant, I S’J = 1 S* ) = IS 1, and 
e(S) = e(S*) < e(S), therefore the lemma follows. 0 
Lemma 2. For any 1 between 1 and mn, let 1= kn + r, where 0 < r < n. Zf S is 
a shift-invariant l-subset of V(G) such that e(S) = min{e(A)} over all l-subsets A of 
V(G), then bI = b2 = ... = bk = n and bk+l = r. 
Proof. Let S be a shift-invariant l-subset of V(G) such that e(S) = min(e(A)) over all 
l-subsets A of V(G). Suppose, to the contrary, that bk < n. Then there exists an integer 
t with 0 d t < k such that b, = n and b,+ 1 < n. Assume q is an integer such that b, > 0 
and b,,, = 0, then t+2<q<m. It follows that ab,+,+l=t and abl=q, so 
ab,+ 1 +1 + 2 6 ab,. Now, let S’ = (S - {(b,,q)})u {(b,,, + 1, t + l)}. Then 
e(S’) < e(S) + (a1 + a2 + ‘.. + ab,- l + &,+ l + ‘.. + a”) 
- (aI + a2 + “- + abt+I + abc+l+2 + “’ + an) + 1 
= e(S) + abt+,+ 1 - ab, +  1 < e(s), 
contradicting the choice for S. Therefore bk = n, that is bI = b2 = ..’ = bk = n. Sim- 
ilarly, one can show that bk + 1 = r. 0 
Theorem 5. The numbering f such that 
f(i,j) = (j - 1)n + i for (i,j) E V(K,[P,]) 
is an optimal numbering for the edgesum of K,[P,,,]. 
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Theorem 5 follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 together with Proposition 4. 
Remark 2. The edgesum for K, is 
n+l 
WJ = 3 ( > . 
Remark 2 follows from the recurrence relation s(K,) = s(K,_ 1) + n(n - 1)/2. 
Corollary 5. The edgesum for K,[P,] is 
s(K.[P.II=(mn:l)n2.~: l)+mn’-n’. 
Proof. Clearly, 
u”z(G) If(u) - fb)l + u”;(G) If(u) - f(u)1 = If(u) -f(u)1 
n 
) 
for any graph G of order n and any proper numberingfof G. By Theorem 5, we have 
s(K,[P,]) = s(K,,) - n2 .(s(K,) - m + 1) 
=(mn:1)-n2.(m:1)+mn2-n2. c] 
Theorem 6 may be derived in a manner similar to that of Theorem 5. 
Theorem 6. The numbering f such that 
f(Q) = (j - 1)n + i for (Lj) E V(K,[C,]) 
is an optimal numbering for the edgesum of K,[C,]. 
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